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APPLICATIONS OF JOININGS TO SPARSE
EQUIDISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS
ASAF KATZ
Abstract. We show how classification of joinings of two dynam-
ical systems can be used in some sparse equidistribution problems
in homogeneous dynamics, and by using recent quantitative results
about equidistribution theorems, one can deduce some quantitative
estimates for such problems.
1. Introduction
In a landmark paper [5], H. Furstenberg introduced the notion of
joinings of two dynamical systems and the concept of disjoint dynam-
ical systems. Ever since, this property has played a major role in the
field of dynamics, leading to many fundamental results.
Given two ergodic measure-preserving systems (X, β, µ, T ), (Y, γ, ν, S),
their set of joinings appear naturally when one considers the so-called
“Type II” bi-linear sum SN,f1,f2(x, y) for two functions f1 ∈ L
∞(X, µ), f2 ∈
L∞(Y, ν)
SN,f1,f2(x, y) =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
f1 (T
n.x) f2 (S
n.y) ,
as by the ergodic theorem almost-surely we have
SN,f1,f2(x, y)→
∫
X×Y
f1 ⊗ f2dJx,y,
where Jx,y is a joining of µ, ν supported on {(T n.x, Sn.y)}n∈N. Such
sums appear naturally in equidistribution problems in the following
situation - when one tries to estimate a given average of numbers
1
N
∑N−1
n=0 an by means of Van-der-Corput trick, which involves an extra
1
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smoothing of the sum (in a long range) and applying the Cauchy-
Schwarz, then one needs to handle “Type II sums” of the form
1
(2H + 1)2
∑
|h1|,|h2|≤H
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
an+h1 · an+h2 ,
which may be interpreted by means of joining of the system with itself
(and time-changes of).
In this article we are interested in generalizing the following classical
theorem: Set σR to the probability one measure supported on a sphere
of radius R in Rd. Let Td = Rd/Zd be the n-dimensional torus. We
define the convolution operator associated to σR as
σR(f)(x0) =
∫
v
f(v.x0)dσR(v),
where the convolution is pushed forward by means of the natural Rd
action on Td by translations, namely v.x0 = v + x0 mod Zd, for any
f ∈ L∞(Td). A classical theorem states that σR(f) converges (as R
tends to infinity) to
∫
Td fdm, where m is the Haar probability measure
defined on Td.
We will show several generalizations of such a result in the settings
of group actions on homogeneous spaces.
Our first theorem, which is only qualitative in nature as it relies on
Ratner’s theorems, deals with the analogous situation of equidistribu-
tion of ”spherical averages“ along unipotent actions in homogeneous
spaces associated with semi-simple Lie groups. Assume that H ≃ Rd
acts by unipotent translations on a homogeneous space X = G/Γ
where G is a connected semi-simple Lie group and Γ is a lattice in
G. Moreover, in the case where Γ is non-uniform, we will assume that
Γ is arithmetic. By the Lie-Kolchin theorem, we may assume that H
is a subgroup of some horospherical group G+a , where a is some R-
diagonalizable element. We define the compact subgroup M ≤ G as
follows:
M = Z◦K(a),
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where K ≤ G stands for the maximal compact subgroup of G. As M
centralizes a, it normalizes H as follows:
anmhm−1a−n = manha−nm−1 → mem−1 = e.
Moreover, M acts transitively on H , due to connectedness. We define
the M-spherical average to be
σR(f)(x) =
∫
m∈M
f(m.alogRua− logR.m
−1.x)dm,
for any given u ∈ H \ {e}, f ∈ Cc(X).
1.1. Theorem. Let x ∈ X be an H-generic point, namely H.x = X.
Then for every f ∈ Cc(X) we have σR(f)(x)→
∫
X
fdµ as R→∞.
1.2. Example. Let G = PSLd(R) with d ≥ 3. Let Γ ≤ G be a lat-
tice. Define H to be a minimal horospherical subgroup of G. Then H ≃
Rd−1, as can be seen by choosing for example a = diag
(
e1/d, . . . , e1/d, e−(d−1)/d
)
.
M in this case is isomorphic to SO(d−1)(R), and the equation of con-
jugation byM over H amounts to rotation in the sense of multiplication
by the M matrix in Rd−1. The ”ball averages“
BR(f)(x) =
1
R
∫ R
r=0
σrf(x)dr,
are known to equidistribute (quantitatively, subject to diophantine con-
ditions over the base point) for any H-generic point. Our theorem
shows that the sparser averages σr(f)(x) equidistribute (qualitatively)
by themselves as r grows.
Our next theorem deals with quantitative version of the above the-
orem. Unfortunately, in the semisimple case, we cannot recover a full
quantitative version of the spherical equidistribution theorem, but only
for a thicker kind of averages.
1.3. Theorem. Let G be a linear semi-simple Lie group and let Γ ≤ G
be a lattice in G. Denote X = G/Γ the associated homogeneous space
and let m denote the probability measure defined on G/Γ which is in-
duced by a Haar measure on G. Let H ≤ G be an abelian subgroup.
Assume that x ∈ X is an H-generic point, namely H.x = X which has
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an equidistribution rate of γEquidistribution > 0 with respect to function
of bounded Sobolev norm of order K. Then there exists an exponent
ωcritical < 1 such that for all ωcritical < ω ≤ 1 we have the following av-
erage over the annulus of inner radius R/2 and outer radius R/2+Rω,
namely
AR,ω(f)(x) =
1
Rω
∫ Rω
t=0
σR/2+t(f)(x)dt,
equidistributes with a rate δ = δ(γEquidistribution, ω) > 0.
The proof relies on sieving the larger “ball“ average
BR(f)(x) =
1
R
∫ R
t=0
σt(f)(x)dt
using quantitative disjointness result of this Rd-action from the Kron-
cker system. Another application of the quantitative disjointness result,
similar in spirit to Venkatesh’s, regarding singular averages associated
with Bochner-Riesz means appears in Theorem 3.7. We remark here
that the proof only requires a quantitative equidistribution theorem for
the H-orbit, H.x, which by current results known only (in full gener-
ality) for the case of horospherical actions.
Our third theorem deals with quantitative dilations of ”spheres“ in
nilmanifolds.
1.4. Theorem. Let X = N/Λ, where N is a nilpotent connected Lie
group and Λ ≤ N is a lattice, admitting an Rd-action by translations.
Assume moreover that this action is minimal. We define the sphere
average of radius R > 0 around x0 ∈ X as
σRf(x0) =
1
vol(∂BR)
∫
‖v‖=R
f (uv.x0) dv,
for any f ∈ C(X). The the sphere averages equidistribute towards∫
X
f(x)dm as R→∞ in a quantitative manner.
We note that in the case where the nilmanifoldN/Λ is the n-dimensional
torus Tn = Rn/Zn, our theorem is merely the well-known estimate for
decay of spherical Bessel functions (c.f. [11]), and as such one may
interpret the above estimate as a decay estimate for “nilpotent Bessel
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functions”. In recent work [9] Kra, Shah and Sun have considered
equidistribution of dilated curves in nilmanifolds, it is highly likely
that an extension of our methods will be applicable there as well.
Organization of the paper
In §2, we prove Theorem 1.1, using the linearization technique of
Dani-Margulis. In §3, we prove Theorem 1.3, using quantitative dis-
jointness theorem between Kronecker systems and horospherical flows.
In §4, we prove Theorem 1.4 by means of analysis of nilcharacters over
joinings on the related nilflows.
Acknowledgments. The author is indebted to Elon Lindenstrauss
for introducing the problem of spherical equidistribution to him and
many discussions about the subject of quantitative equidistribution.
The author also wishes to thank Alex Eskin for fruitful discussions and
to Kevin Hughes and Boaz Haberman for useful advice about harmonic
analysis.
2. Equidistribution of spheres in horospheres
In this section, we provide a qualitative proof for the equidistribution
of large spheres in horospheres. We note here that the proof is not
quantitative in its nature, as it relies on Ratner’s theorem and the
linearization technique of Dani-Margulis.
For this section we fix G = SO(d, 1)(R) for d ≥ 3, Γ ≤ G be a
lattice, X = G/Γ, µ - the corresponding probability measure on X
associated with the Haar measure of G and H will denote the maximal
horospherical subgroup G, H ≃ Rd−1. We fix an R-diagonalizable
a ∈ G element such that H =
{
g ∈ G | anga−n
n→−∞
−−−−→ e
}
. We denote
by K ≃ SO(d) ≤ G the maximal compact subgroup of G. We denote
M ≃ SO(d − 1) the compact subgroup of K which normalizes H . A
point x ∈ X is called H-generic if H.x = X , we note that by the
ergodic theorem, µ-a.e. point x ∈ X is H-generic. We define the
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following spherical averaging operator σRf(x) as follows:
σR(f)(x) =
∫
‖vˆ‖=1
f(uR·vˆ.x)dσvˆ
=
∫
m∈M
f(m.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dm,
(2.1)
for any normalized vector vˆ in Rd, where dm stands for the normalized
Haar probability measure on the compact subgroup M ≤ G.
Our first theorem deals with escape of mass under this averaging
operator. Let ∆ be a primitive Zd subgroup, define the function
ψx,∆(v) : Rd → R as
ψx,∆(v) = ‖uv.x.∆‖,
and the assorted spherical function ψx,∆,R(v) : R·S
d−1 → R as ψx,∆,R = ψx,∆ |R·Sd−1 .
We will need the following definition.
2.1.Definition ((C,α)-good function). Let B ⊂ Rn be a convex subset.
A function f : B → R is called (C,α)-good for some C, α > 0 if for any
B′ ⊂ B open and ε > 0 one have
m {x ∈ B′ | |f(x)| < ε} ≤ C ·
(
ε
supx∈B′ |f(x)|
)α
·m(B′).
2.2. Lemma. The maps {ψx,∆,R}R are (C, α)-good maps.
This follows immediately from [1, Theorem 2.7, Proposition 2.8].
Note that in view of [8, Proposition 3.4], it is essentially enough to
show that the first ℓ derivatives of the map v 7→ uv.x ≃ Rd span Rd.
As Sd−1 is embedded as a regular surface in Rd (except the poles),
its derivatives span the tangent space, and together with the radial
vector (corresponding to the 0’th derivative) we see that all derivatives
of order ≤ 1 span Rd.
2.3. Proposition. Assume that p : Rd → R is a polynomial. Then we
have the following estimate:
max
‖v‖=R
|p(v)| ≥ |p(0)|,
for every R≫p 0.
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Proof. Using polar coordinates for p(v)|R·Sd−1, we get a trigonometrical
polynomial. Using Parseval’s identity we deduce that∫
‖v‖=R
|p(v)|2dσR(v) =
∑
i∈Zd
|ai,R|
2,
where {ai,R}i∈Zd are the Fourier coefficients of p(v)|R·Sd−1. Notice that
the constant term of p(v)|R·Sd−1, a0,R is a polynomial (in R), with con-
stant term being equal to p(0). Hence for R≫p 0 we get
|a0,R| ≥ |p(0)| .
Which in turn gives ∫
‖v‖=R
|p(v)|2dσR(v) ≥ |p(0)|
2
for R≫p 0, from which the desired estimate follows easily. 
2.4. Lemma. For any H-generic x ∈ X, there exists some ρ = ρ(x)
and there exists some R0 = R0(x) > 0 such that for every R > R0 we
have
ψx,∆,R ≥ ρ.
Proof. The functions ψx,∆(v)
2 are polynomial, as uv ∈ H are nilpotent
elements. Proposition 2.3 then leads to the required estimate. 
Using Lemmata 2.2,2.4 combined with [8, Theorem 5.2], we have the
following result:
2.5. Proposition. For every H-generic x ∈ X, for every ε > 0 there
exists a compact set K ⊂ X, K = K(x, ε) such that
m
{
m ∈M | m.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x /∈ K
}
≤ ε.
We start our analysis of the spherical average by the following ap-
proximation argument:
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2.6. Proposition. There exists some β > 0 such that for any bounded
Lipschitz function f : X → R and any R≫ 0 we have
(2.2)∣∣∣∣∣
∫
m∈M
f(m.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dm−
∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v′∈B⊥
Rβ
f(m.u.v′.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dv′dm
∣∣∣∣∣≪f R−β,
where B⊥Rβ stand for the intersection of BRβ with the subspace {x ∈ R
n | 〈x, vˆ〉 = 0}.
Essentially the Proposition shows we may approximate the average
along a sphere by a combination of translated lower-dimensional aver-
ages along its tangent planes, due to curvature of the sphere.
2.7. Lemma. Assume that x ∈ X is H-generic point. There exists a
subgroup H ′ ≤ H such that H ′ ≃ Rd−1 so that x is H ′-generic.
Our proof is closely related to the proof of [14, Corollary 1.2].
Proof. Suppose that for every vˆ ∈ Sd−1 we have that
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(uv.x)dv 6→
∫
X
fdµ.
By Ratner’s equidistribution theorem, we have that
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(uv.x)dv →
∫
X
fdµvˆ
for some algebraic probability measure µvˆ. Let H denote the collection
of all closed connected subgroups Q ≤ G such that Q ∩ Γ ≤ Q is a
lattice and Quni acts ergodically on Q/Q ∩ Γ with respect to the Q-
invariant probability measure, where Quni ≤ Q denotes the subgroup
generated by all one-parameter unipotent subgroups of Q. Ratner’s
countability theorem [12, Theorem 1.1] asserts theH is countable. Note
that Stab (µvˆ) ∈ H. Denote by HH to be the subset of H which is
composed of subgroups Q ≤ H so that Q ∈ H. For each Q ∈ HH we
define the Q-tube (with respect to Stab (µvˆ)) (c.f. [3, Section 3],[10,
Theorem 2.4]) as
(2.3) TQ = π (N(Q, Stab (µvˆ)) \ S(Q, Stab (µvˆ))) ,
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where π : G→ G/Γ is the natural projection map,
N(Q, Stab (µvˆ)) =
{
g ∈ G | Stab (µvˆ) ⊂ gQg
−1
}
,
and
S(Q, Stab (µvˆ)) = ∪Q′∈H,Q′$QN(Q
′, Stab (µvˆ)).
Each suchQ-tube is an analytic subvariety. Therefore, we must have for
anyQ ∈ H which is not equal toG thatm
{
vˆ ∈ Sd−1 | Stab(µvˆ) = Q
}
= 0.
Otherwise, we would have that for every vˆ ∈ Sd−1 we have Stab(µvˆ) = Q
for some Q ∈ H, as Stab(µvˆ) is a connected algebraic subgroup. There-
fore we have that
m
{
vˆ ∈ Sd−1 | Stab(µvˆ) = G
}
= 1−
∑
Q∈H\{G}
m
{
vˆ ∈ Sd−1 | Stab(µvˆ) = Q
}
= 1.
Therefore any random choice of vˆ ∈ Sd−1 satisfies the conclusion. 
The following theorem of Dani-Margulis provides uniformity over the
convergence speed of the set of H ′-generic points. The same theorem
is used in [4, Theorems 4.1, 4.3, 4.4]
2.8.Theorem ([3],[4]). Assume the above mentioned settings for G,Γ, H ′,
and fix a compact set D ⊂ X. For a fixed bounded function F : X → R
and any ε > 0 there exists finitely many points x1, . . . , xN ∈ X so that
the orbits {H ′.xi}
N
i=1 are closed, and for any compact subset
C ⊂ D \
N⋃
i=1
H ′.xi
we have some R0 = R0(C) > 0 such that for any R > R0 and any
y ∈ C we have ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
v∈B⊥
R
F (uv.y)dv −
∫
X
Fdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε.
2.9. Definition. Given f : X → R, we say that f has M-type equal to
σ, where σ : M → C is some character ofM , if for every m ∈M,x ∈ X
we have
f(m.x) = σ(m) · f(x).
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The following easy lemma allows us to only consider functions of
fixed M-type in order to conclude equidistribution. The usefulness of
considering only M-finite functions arises in the following formula for
the spherical averages in the case of f being a function ofM-type equal
to σ: ∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
Rγ
f(m.uv.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dvdm
=
∫
m∈M
σ(m) ·
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
Rγ
f(uv.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dvdm.
(2.4)
Hence by showing equidistribution of the inner average 1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
Rγ
f(uv.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dv
we may conclude equidistribution. This idea goes back to Eskin-Margulis-
Mozes [4, Equation (4.2)].
2.10. Lemma. Denote by CMc (X) to be the space of functions over X
which are continuous and of compact support having a finite M-type,
then this space is dense in Cc(X).
Proof. Let V be a Banach space representation for G. It is known
that the space of smooth vectors, V ∞ ⊂ V is dense in V. So we may
restrict our attention to such a smooth vector f ∈ V ∞. We associate
with f the following M-representation: 〈M.f〉 ≤ V , which we may
assume being unitary M-representation by Weyl’s unitary trick. Using
the Peter-Weyl theorem, we may write this representation as follows
〈M.f〉 = ⊕Vi,
where Vi is an irreducible unitary M-representation and the sum is
countable, with finite-multipluicity for each M-representation. For
each such M-representation π involved in ⊕Vi, we define the projection
of v ∈ 〈M.f〉 on π as
P (π).v = d(π)2
∫
m∈M
σπ(m) · (π(m).v)dm,
where d(π) is the formal dimension of π and σπ(m) stands for the char-
acter of π. Correspondingly, we may define the M-Fourier expansion
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of v ∈ 〈M.f〉 as
FM (v) =
∑
πi
P (πi).v,
where πi is the M-representation associated to Vi ≤ 〈M.f〉. By a
theorem of Harish-Chandra[19, Section §4.4.2], the Fourier expansion
converges absolutely to v for any differentiable vector v ∈ V ∞. 
Now we are in position to prove the spherical equidistribution the-
orem. We will make use of the following proposition, observed by
Eskin-Margulis-Mozes.
2.11. Lemma ([4], Lemma 4.2). Let K be a compact connected group,
equipped with a normalized Haar measure µ, acting continuously on a
locally compact second countable space X. Let A ⊂ X be a closed subset
and F ⊂ X a compact subset. Assume that
µ {k ∈ K | k.x ∈ A} = 0,
for any x ∈ F . Then for any ε > 0 there exists an open subset A ⊂ Aε
so that
µ {k ∈ K | k.x /∈ Aε} ≤ ε,
for all x ∈ F .
We will use this lemma in order to show there is no concentration of
mass near tubes.
2.12.Corollary (Non-concentration of mass ofM orbits on tubes). Let
X(H ′, x′) ⊂ X be an H ′-tube, as defined in (2.3). Assume that x ∈ X is
H ′-generic, then for any u-translate of X(H ′, x′), u.X(H ′, x′), and any
ε > 0, there exists an open subset u.X(H ′, x′)ε containing u.X(H ′, x′)
such that
µ {m ∈ M | m.x ∈ u.X(H ′, x′)ε} ≤ ε.
Proof. As x is H ′-generic, we have that x /∈ X(H ′, x′). Moreover, as u
commutes with H ′, u.x /∈ X(H ′, x′), or equivalently x /∈ u−1.X(H ′, x′).
As M is a connected compact algebraic group, we must have that
µ {m ∈M | m.x ∈ u.X(H ′, x′)} = 0,
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as if not, there exists a density pointm ∈M for whichm.x ∈ u.X(H ′, x′),
and due to analyticity, we must have that M.x ⊂ u.X(H ′, x′). By the
lemma, for every ε > 0 there exists a thickening of u.H(X ′, x′), say
u.H(X ′, x′)ε so that
µ {m ∈ M | m.x ∈ u.H(X ′, x′)ε} ≤ ε.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix ε > 0. Let K denote the compact set
achieved from Proposition 2.5. By Dani-Margulis, there are finitely-
many H ′-tubes X(H ′, xi) such that if x ∈ K \∪
N
i=1X(H
′, xi), then x is
H ′-generic. For any fixed R > 0, using Corollary 2.12 to Lemma 2.11,
applied to each of the translates of the tubes u−R·vˆ.X(H
′, xi) and pick-
ing ε/N , where N is the number of tubes involved in the subset K, we
have that if we consider K ′ = K \ ∪Ni=1X(H
′, xi)
ε/N , we have that for
any R≫ 0,
(2.5) m {m ∈M | uR·vˆ.m.x ∈ K
′} ≥ 1− 2ε.
Using the Dani-Margulis uniformity result, for R > R0 and for any
y ∈ K ′ we have that
(2.6)
∣∣∣∣∣
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(uv.y)dv −
∫
X
fdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε.
Therefore one may conclude using (2.5), (2.6):
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(uv.uR·vˆ.m.x)dvdm−
∫
X
fdµ
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
m∈M :uR·vˆ.m.x∈K ′
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(uv.uR·vˆ.m.x)dvdm−
∫
X
fdµ
∣∣∣∣∣+ ‖f‖∞ · 2ε
≤
∫
m∈M :uR·vˆ.m.x∈K ′
∣∣∣∣∣
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(uv.uR·vˆ.m.x)dv −
∫
X
fdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ dm+ ‖f‖∞ · 2ε
≤ ε+ ‖f‖∞ · 2ε.
(2.7)
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In order to move from(2.7) to the general equidistribution result, we
will restrict our results to functions of fixed M-type. Assume that
f(m.x) = σ(m)f(x) for all m ∈ M,x ∈ X , where σ is some M-
character. We may assume f is of vanishing integral. As f hasM-type
equal to σ, we have∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(m.uv.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dvdm
=
∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
σ(m)f(uv.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dvdm
=
∫
m∈M
σ(m)
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(uv.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dvdm.
As the inner integral tends to 0, we have that for R≫ R0,∣∣∣∣∣
∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v∈B⊥
R
f(m.uv.uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dvdm
∣∣∣∣∣≪σ,f ε.

2.13. Remark. The above proof works verbatim if instead of integrating
over the whole sphere as in (2.1), one integrates with respect to some
absolutely-continuous density defined over M , as the non-divergence
estimate will work (by choosing maybe a smaller ε) and the the thick-
ening result of Eskin-Margulis-Mozes will still apply assuming only
absolute-continuity of the density due to analyticity of the tubes which
are involved in K ′.
3. Applications of joinings of Kronecker system and
unipotent flow over semi-simple homogeneous spaces
The proofs in this section follows an idea of A. Venkatesh regarding
sparse equidistribuiton appearing in [18, Theorem 3.1] which was de-
veloped in larger generallity by the author in [7]. Unipotent flows (on
homogeneous spaces of semi-simple Lie groups) are mixing (due to the
Howe-Moore theorem) and therefore are disjoint from any Kronecker
system, by Furstenberg’s theorem. In some cases, where quantitative
equidistribution result for the unipotent flow is available, one may use
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this result (together with a quantitative mixing statement) in order to
quantify this disjointness statement (see Theorem 3.1). The idea of
Venkatesh is to interpret this result as a computation of a ”Fourier co-
efficient“ of the sampled function, and then one may study the sparser
average by analyzing the corresponding spectral expansion of the aver-
aging operator, utilizing the quantitative estimate regarding the Fourier
transform of the sampled function. As the Fourier coefficients are de-
caying (in a quantitative fashion), one expects that such a summation
process would work for averages which are sparser than regular ball
averages encountered in the ergodic theorem. In [18, Theorem 3.1,
Equation (3.7)], Venkatesh used quantitative information regarding
sampling along arithmetic progressions (which can be thought of as
sparse samples from the regular ergodiv average) in order to deduce a
sparse equidistribution result about the horocyclic flow.
We are demonstrating this philosophy by introducing other types of
sparse averages, in the multidimensional setting and analyzing them
by similar techniques.
we remark here that most of our averages are ”ball-like“, in the sense
that one may smooth the average in the flow direction with a control-
lable error. This smoothing effect essentially effects the summation
average as transforming its kernel for being ”almost L1“ (in practice,
it truncates the Fourier expansion in our computations). Similar phe-
nomenon happens with the ball averages in [18, Proof of Lemma 3.1],
when utilizing the Van-der-Corput trick, one smooths the ball average,
and notice that the convolution of two measures supported on balls (in
the flow direction) become absolutely-continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure (over the orbit).
We will use the following auxiliary construction. Fix R > 0 large.
Given a smooth function f : X → C, x0 ∈ X , we define the model of
f of radius R, FR : Rd → R to be
FR(v) =


f(uR·v.x0) ‖v‖ ≤ 1
0 otherwise
,
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As this function is a continuous function supported in L2[−1, 1]d, we
may expand FR in a Fourier series
(3.1) FR(v) =
∑
n∈Zd
an,Ren(v/2),
where we use the following notation
en(v) = e
2πi〈n,v〉,
and the Fourier coefficients {an,R}n∈Zd are defined as
an,R =
1
2d
∫
v∈[−1,1]d
FR(v) · e
−2·πi〈v,n/2〉dv,
with equality in the L2-sense.
Using the definition of FR(v), we get
an,R =
1
2d
∫
v∈[−1,1]d
FR(v) · e
−2·πi〈v,n/2〉dv
=
1
(2 · R)d
∫
‖v‖≤R
f(uv.x0)e
−2·πi〈v/R,n/2〉dv.
(3.2)
As f was assumed to be smooth, FR is smooth, hence the Fourier
expansion (3.1) converges pointwise on the interior points of the cube.
The following quantitative disjointness theorem was essentially achieved
by A. Venkatesh, with various adaptions and generalizations
3.1. Theorem ([18] Lemma 3.1, [17] Lemma 2.6, [13] Proposition 3.1,
[7] Theorem 1.6). In the previous settings, assume that f : X → R is
a smooth function with finite Sobolev norm of order K and vanishing
integral and that x0 ∈ X is an H-generic point with effective equidis-
tribution theorem of rate γ > 0, then there exists γ′ > 0 such that∣∣∣∣ 1Rd
∫
‖v‖≤R
f(uv.x0)e
2πi〈v,z〉dv
∣∣∣∣≪f R−γ′ ,
for any z ∈ Rˆd.
Using the quantitative disjointness theorem, we may effectively bound
the Fourier coefficient of the model of f as follows
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3.2. Proposition (Disjointness bound). Assume that the condition of
Theorem 3.1 holds then for any R > 1 we have the following bound for
the Fourier coefficients:
|an,R| ≪f R
−γ′.
The assertion follows immediately from inspection of the explicit
expressions of the Fourier coefficients {an,R}n∈Zd obtained in (3.2).
Fix φ to be a standard positive mollifier on Rd and denote φδ(v) = 1δdφ(v/δ).
As our averages are not integrable, we will modify them by convolving
the averaging operator with the mollifier to achieve a smoother average.
3.3. Proposition (Estimation of smoothing error). In the previous
notation, the following estimate holds:
|AR,ωf(x0)− (AR,ω ⋆ φδ)f(x0)| ≪f
δ
Rω
.
Proof. Using the explicit formula for AR,ω, we infer that this difference
is bounded by ‖f‖∞ ·m(∂AR,ω)
δ, where m(∂AR,ω)
δ stands for the mea-
sure of a δ-thickening of the boundary of the annulus. The natural
measure associated with each boundary component of the annulus is
O(Rd−1) and the normalization is done by O(Rω · Rd−1), and so the
required estimate holds. 
So from now on, we will assume that the average is smoothed by φδ
at the expanse of the error from the previous proposition.
3.4. Proposition (Truncation effect). In the same settings as above,
there exists some L = L(d) > 0 such that∣∣∣∣∣∣(AR,ω ⋆ φδ)

 ∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
an,Ren(v)


∣∣∣∣∣∣≪f δ.
Proof. By computation we have that
(AR,ω ⋆ φδ)en(v) = ̂(AR,ω ⋆ βδ)(n)
= ˆAR,ω(n) · φˆδ(n),
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by the convolution property of Fourier transform. By the non-stationary
phase method [15, §8.1 Proposition 4], we have that for any K > 0
|φˆδ(n)| ≪K (δ · ‖n‖)
−K .
Choosing K = d+ 1 in turn gives the following estimate∣∣∣∣∣∣(AR,ω ⋆ φδ)

 ∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
an,Ren(v)


∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
|an,R|
∣∣∣ ˆAR,ω(n) · φˆδ(n)
∣∣∣
≪f
∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
(δ · ‖n‖)−K
≪f δ
L−K ,
where picking L = K + 1, proves the claimed estimate. 
We recall the following Fourier transforms [16, §3 Theorem 3.3]
βˆ1(z) = Cβ
Jd/2(|z|)
|z|d/2
σˆ1(z) = Cσ
Jd/2−1(|z|)
|z|d/2−1
,
(3.3)
where J⋆ stands for the modified Bessel function, and we have the
following renormalization relations:
βˆR(z) = βˆ1(R · z), σˆR(z) = σˆ1(R · z).
Moreover, using the stationary phase method [15, §8.2 Proposition 5] to
evaluate the asymptotics of the Bessel functions we have the following
large-mode estimates for the Fourier transforms, for ‖z‖ ≥ 1 [15, §8.3
Theorem 1]:
|βˆ1(z)| ≪ ‖z‖
−(d+1)/2, |σˆ1(z)| ≪ ‖z‖
−(d−1)/2.
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Using those expansions, we may estimate the Fourier transform of the
annulus average as follows:
ˆAR,ω(z) =
̂1
Rω
∫ Rω
t=0
σR/2+tdt(z)
=
1
Rω
∫ Rω
t=0
σˆ1((R/2 + t)(z))dt
=
Cσ
Rω
∫ Rω
t=0
Jd/2−1(|(R + t/2)z|)
|(R+ t/2)z|d/2−1
dt,
and in particular
| ˆAR,ω(z)| ≪ ‖R · z‖
− d−1
2 ,
for ‖R · z‖ ≥ 1.
We are now in position to prove the equidistribution result for an-
nulus.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We calculate the averaging of f over the annulus
via the Fourier series expansion as follows
|AR,ωf(x0)| = |AR,ω ⋆ βδ
∑
‖n‖≥0
an,Ren(v)|+Of(δ/R
ω)
= |AR,ω ⋆ βδ
∑
‖n‖≤δ−L
an,Ren(v)|+Of(δ) +Of(δ/R
ω)
≤ |
∑
‖n‖≤δ−L
an,R ˆAR,ω(n)|+Of(δ/R
ω)
≪f
∑
‖n‖≤δ−L
|an,R|
1
‖n‖(d−1)/2
+ (δ/Rω)
≪f R
−γ′ · (δ)−L(d+1)/2 + (δ/Rω).
(3.4)
Picking δ so that
δ1+L(d+1)/2 = R−γ
′
,
or equivalently
δ = R
− γ
′
d2+3d+4
2 ,
shows that picking any ω = R
1− 2γ
′
d2+3d+4
+ǫ
for any ǫ > 0, gives an effec-
tive estimate in (3.4), so one may pick ωcritical = 1−
2γ′
d2+3d+4
. 
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3.5. Remark. Another way to prove the preceding result, in a more
geometrical fashion, is to cover the annulus by balls of radius Rω, and
deduce the result from individual equidistribution of each such ball.
We end this section by showing another application of Venkatesh’s
estimate, towards a singular Bochner-Riesz mean. We recall the fol-
lowing definitions from harmonic analysis.
3.6. Definition. The Bochner-Riesz mean of order α ≥ 0 for a a func-
tion F ∈ Cc(R) is defined as
BR1,αF (x) =
1
Iα1
∫
‖v‖≤1
(
1− ‖v‖2
)α
+
· F (x+ v)dv.
The related summation kernel is the following [16, §4.4 Theorem 4.15]
ˆBR1,α(z) = π
−αΓ(1 + α)‖z‖−n/2−α · Jn/2+α(‖z‖),
where Γ stands for the Gamma function, and Iδ1 is a proper normaliza-
tion factor. We may define via this kernel the Bochner-Riesz mean of
order α by
BRR,αF (x) =
1
Iα1
∫
‖v‖≤1
(1− ‖v‖2)α+ · F (R · (x+ v))dv.
For α = 0, the resulting averages are the same as the ball averages.
By means of analytic continuation of the Gamma functions and the
Bessel function one may deduce that for α = −1, the resulting averages
are the same of the sphere averages (by considering the associated
Fourier multipliers in a distributional sense). Hence varying α between
0 and −1 amounts to interpolating the averaging between the ball
average and the sphere average, leading to sparser averages as α goes
to −1.
In multivariate harmonic analysis, the Bochner-Riesz kernels for
α > 0 take a prominent role, as the ball averages do not always
converge for various Lp spaces [16, §4.4]
We have the following theorem regarding Bochner-Riesz means of
negative order in abelian horospheres
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3.7. Theorem. Let X = G/Γ, where G is a linear semisimple Lie
group, and Γ is a lattice in G. Let H ≤ G be a horospherical group
with respect to an R-diagonalizable element, which we that H is abelian,
H ≃ Rd for d ≥ 2. Then for every x ∈ X which is H-generic, and
equidistributes with a rate γ > 0 with respect to functions with finite K-
Sobolev norm, for any α > −1, and any smooth and bounded function
f with finite K-Sobolev norm we have∣∣∣∣BRR,αf(x)−
∫
X
fdm
∣∣∣∣≪f R−γ′ ,
for some γ′ = γ′(γ) > 0.
In order to bypass certain convergence issues (as the kernel of the
Bochner-Riesz for this range of exponents is not L1-integrable), we
introduce a smoothing operator φδ. The following quantifies the effect
of the smoothing operator over the Bochner-Riesz mean.
3.8. Proposition (Smoothing effect). For α > −1, we have the follow-
ing estimate
|BRR,αf(x0)− BRR,α ⋆ φδf(x0)| ≤ Of
(
δα+1
)
.
Proof. Explicitly computing the difference we hvae
|BRR,αf(x0)−BRR,α ⋆ φδf(x0)|
=
∣∣∣∣ 1Iα1
∫ 1
‖v‖=0
(
(1− ‖v‖)α+ · FR(v)
−
1
Cd · δd
∫
‖h‖≤δ
(1− ‖v + h‖)α+ · FR(v + h) · φ(h/δ)d‖h‖
)
d‖v‖
∣∣∣∣.
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Therefore the difference is dominated by
4
Iα1
∫
1−δ≤‖v‖≤1
(1− ‖v‖2)α+ · ‖f‖∞ · ‖φ‖∞d‖v‖
≤
8
Iα1
∫
1−δ≤‖v‖≤1
(1− ‖v‖)α+ · ‖f‖∞ · ‖φ‖∞d‖v‖
≪f
8
Iα1
∫
‖v‖≤δ
‖v‖αd‖v‖
≪f
8
Iα1
·
δ1+α
1 + α
≪f δ
1+α.

We note that the assumption α > −1, which amounts to α + 1 > 0,
was crucial in the previous computation, as α + 1 = 0 would lead to
a logarithmic singularity, and in particular, the resulting error will not
tend to 0 as δ approaches 0.
Using the smoothing operator, we may effectively truncate the Fourier
series summation.
3.9. Proposition (Truncation effect). In the same settings as above,
there exists some L = L(d) > 0 such that∣∣∣∣∣∣(BR,α ⋆ βδ)

 ∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
an,Ren(v)


∣∣∣∣∣∣≪f δ.
Proof. The proof follows the lines of Proposition 3.4. By computation
we have that
(BR,α ⋆ βδ)en(v) = ̂(BR,α ⋆ βδ)(n)
= ˆBR,α(n) · βˆδ(n),
by the convolution property of Fourier transform. By the non-stationary
phase method, we have that for any K > 0
|βˆδ(n)| ≪K (δ · ‖n‖)
−K .
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Choosing K = d+ 1 in turn gives the following estimate∣∣∣∣∣∣(BR,α ⋆ βδ)

 ∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
an,Ren(v)


∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
|an,R|
∣∣∣ ˆBR,α(n) · βˆδ(n)
∣∣∣
≪f
∑
‖n‖≥δ−L
(δ · ‖n‖)−K
≪f δ
L−K ,
where picking L = K + 1, proves the claimed estimate. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Continuing in a similar fashion to the proof of
Theorem 1.3, we have the following estimates
|BR,αf(x0)| ≪f |BR,α ⋆ βδf(x0)|+ δ
α+1
≪f
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n∈Zd
an,R · ˆBR,α(n) · βˆδ(n)
∣∣∣∣∣+ δα+1
≪f
∑
‖n‖≤δ−L
|an,R| · | ˆBR,α(n)|+ δ + δ
α+1
≪f R
−γ′ ·
∑
‖n‖≤δ−L
1
‖n‖(d+1)/2+α
+ δα+1
≪f R
−γ′ · δ−L·(
d−1
2
−α) + δα+1.
Optimizing, we have
δ = R
− γ
′
1+α+L·( d−12 −α)
= R
− γ
′
1+α+(d+2)·( d−12 −α)
= R−
γ′
(d+1)(d−α) ,
which leads to the following decay estimate
|BR,αf(x0)| ≪f R
−
γ′(1+α)
(d+1)(d−α) .

3.10. Remark. In some very specialized cases, one may actually get
α = −1 (namely quantitative equidistribution of spheres), but those
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results seems to make usage of highly specialized structures not avail-
able in the general case. The main example was studied (in a related
problem dealing with equidistribution of translates) by Ubis in [17].
The following is a simplified presentation of the dynamical side of his
argument. Consider G = PSL2(R), and Γ ≤ G be a lattice, which for
simplicity we will assume to be uniform. By Burger’s quantification
of Furstenberg’s unique ergodicity [2, Theorem 2] result, we have the
following equdistribution statement for f ∈ C4(G/Γ) with vanishing
integral ∣∣∣∣ 1T
∫ T
t=0
f(ut.x0)dt
∣∣∣∣≪f T−s,
where s is any number smaller than the spectral gap of the G action on
L20(G/Γ). Define the integer d to be the least integer so that d · s > 1.
Consider the space X =
∏d
i=1 (G/Γ). This space carries an R
d-action
by unipotent translations as the various unipotent flows ut on each
individual factor G/Γ act independently on the direct product space X .
We claim that in this setting, we do have equidistribution of the sphere
averages. A general nice function with vanishing integral in L20(X), may
approximated by the following tensor products ⊗di=1fi, where each fi
is a nice function in L20(G/Γ). If needed we may subtract the integral
of fi (along the factor) from itself, and so we may assume that either
fi is a constant function, or a function of vanishing integral. In the
case where all the components fi are of vanishing integral, writing the
ergodic average along the balls in Rd per the components, utilizing
Burger’s formula via a Fubini argument, we have that∣∣∣∣ 1Rd
∫
‖v‖≤R
f(uv.x)dv
∣∣∣∣≪f R−d·s.
As d · s > 1, a thickening estimate of the of the sphere (of length say
δ), shows that the sphere average is well approximated (up to an error of
Of(δ) coming from a Lipschitz Lipschitz estimate) by
1
Rd−1
∫
R≤‖v‖≤R+δ
f(uv.x)dv,
which itself get bounded effectively, using Burger’s quantitative equidis-
tribution theorem by
2 · (R + δ)d−d·s/Rd−1 = O
(
R1−d·s
)
,
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where we surpress multiplicative errors depending on the regularity of
f . As d · s > 1, this estimate decays effectively. In the other case,
where at-least one of the fi’s is constant, one may project the tensor
function ⊗di=1fi to the product space
∏′
i(G/Γ), where the prime means
we remove the constant factor. Note that the spherical measure in
Rd gets projected to an absolutely-continuous measure over the ball in
Rd−1, for which one may use the generalized quantitative horospheri-
cal equidistribution theorem (c.f. [2, Theorem 2],[18, Lemma 9.4],[7])
over the factor space, in order to conclude effective equidistribution
over the factor (and hence over the whole product). It seems this tech-
nique cannot be generalized immediately to the SO(d, 1) case discussed
previously, due to the presence of the M-group (or more specifically,
the non-abelian maximal compact subgroup K, which includes the M
group as a subgroup, and does not allow an ”individual“ separation
of the axis involved). Nevertheless, this technique can be generalized
into other averages along suitably curved surfaces (of small enough
codimension) the projections of those curves would become absolutely-
continuous measures over the factor spaces as discussed above.
4. Joinings over nilmanifolds
We remark here briefly about the relationship between joinings and
analysis over nilmanifold. Given a group H acting on a nilmanifold
N/Λ by translations, the basic object one is interested in is the H
nilseuqence defined by a given function f : N/Λ→ R and a basis point
x0 ∈ N/Λ, which is the sampling sequence of f along the orbit H.x0.
By fundamental properties of nilflows, one may only consider a specific
subclass of functions f , so that the H-nilsequence is actually an H-
nilcharacter. For a given H-nilcharacter f , when one tries to study its
ergodic average
∫
h
f(h.x0)dh, one may use the Van-der-Corput trick in
order to study the closely-related average∫
h
∫
h′
f(h′.h.x0) · f(h.x0)dhdh
′.
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By the basic properties of nilcharacters, the ”derived expression“
f(h′.h.x0) · f(h.x0)
(which can be thought of as an evaluation of the function (h′.f) · f
over an H-orbit contained in an H-joining) may be realized over a
subnilmanifolds (of strictly smaller complexity). One may repeat this
van-der-Corput smoothing trick, each time reducing the complexity of
the ”differentiated expression“ until one reaches to classical analysis
over the horizontal torus embedded in the nilmanifold, where one may
apply classical techniques from Fourier analysis.
Let X = N/Λ, we define the horizontal torus associated to X as
Xab = N/[N,N ]Λ. We assume that dimXab = p and identify its dual
group (the group of horizontal characters) with Zp. L. Green’s theorem,
have been generalized by Green-Tao in the following effective version [6,
Theorem 8.6]:
4.1. Theorem (Green-Tao). Let 0 < δ < 1/2 and let d, R ≥ 1 and
a given nilmanifold N/Λ equipped with an Rd action by translations.
Then either for all Lipschitz functions f : N/Λ → R the following
holds: ∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
(2R)d
∑
v∈[−R,R]d
f(v.x0)dv −
∫
N/Λ
fdm
∣∣∣∣∣∣≪f δ,
or there exists an horizonal character z ∈ Zp, C1 = C1(N, d) and
C2 = C2(N, d) so that ‖z‖ ≪ δ
−C1 and
|〈z, ψ(v.x)〉| ≤ δ−C2 .
We note that Green-Tao achieved a much more general theorem deal-
ing with polynomial sequences, generalizing an equidistribution theo-
rem of Leibman. The equidistribution rates of Green-Tao, while not
explicit, in principal can be extracted from their paper, and we demon-
strate it in a special case later.
Fix δ > 0. Using the approximation of the sphere introduced in
Proposition 2.6 , which gave us extra averaging on the tangent plane,
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it is enough to study the following type of average
(4.1)
∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v′∈B⊥
Rβ
f(m.u.v′ .uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dv′dm.
where f : N/Λ→ R a Lipschitz function. It is enough to show that for
most elements m ∈ M (where most depends quantitatively on δ), the
inner integral is bounded by a function of δ.
As our function is assumed to be Lipschitz, by discretizing the av-
erage to a δ-grid (at the cost of an error of Of(δ)), one simply needs
to consider the averages along the discrete samples v′ ∈ Zd−1/δ with
‖v′‖ ≤ Rβ. Moreover, one may restrict himself to the case of averaging
over a cube in the tangent space rather than a ball.
We now may estimate the norms of the projections in the following
mannger
‖〈z, ψ(umv′ .uR·vˆ.x)〉‖v′ = ‖〈z, ψ(um.v′)〉‖v′
= ‖
p∑
i=1
zi · ψ(m.v
′)i‖v′
= sup
i=1,...,p
sup
‖m.v′‖=1
|zi · ψ(m.v
′)i| · R
β/δ.
Denote τ := supi=1,...,p sup‖m.v′‖=1|zi ·ψ(m.v
′)i|. Hence we need to show
that for most elements m ∈M , we have that τ ≥ δ−C2+1 ·R−β. We first
note that by the equidistribution of the whole H-orbit, integration in
polar coordinates and the homogeneity of the expressions, for almost
any m, we must have
τ = sup
i=1,...,p
sup
‖m.v′‖=1
|zi · ψ(m.v
′)i| 6= 0.
Moreover, for any z ∈ Zp we have at-least one eˆi ∈ Rd for which
|〈z, ψ(eˆi)〉| 6= 0.
Therefore, for a fixed z, we may bound the set of directions m ∈ M
such that sup‖m.v′‖=1|zi · ψ(m.v
′)i| ≤ τ by O
(
τ
‖z‖
)
by a derivative
estimate.
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Summing over the various characters z ∈ Zp of weight less than δ−C1 ,
we see that the size of the exceptional set of directions, for which
|〈z, ψ(eˆi)〉| ≤ τ
is bounded by O(τ · δ−C1·p). We denote this set of directions by B =
B(τ), and denote its complement by A.
Combining all those estimates we have∣∣∣∣∣
∫
m∈M
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v′∈B⊥
Rβ
f(m.u.v′ .uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dv′dm
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
m∈B
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v′∈B⊥
Rβ
f(m.u.v′ .uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dv′dm
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∫
m∈A
∣∣∣∣∣
1
vol(B⊥
Rβ
)
∫
v′∈B⊥
Rβ
f(m.u.v′ .uR·vˆ.m
−1.x)dv′
∣∣∣∣∣ dm
≪f τ · δ
−C1·p + δ = δ−C2−C1·p+1/Rβ + δ.
Choosing δ = R
− β
C1·p+C2 , gives an effective bound.
We end by demonstrating an explicit bound for the case of 2-step nil-
manifold. We make usage of better bounds than the bounds achieved
throughout the proof, as we know explicit bounds of decay of Fourier
transforms of spheres, but we note here that one can extract (slightly
weaker) bounds from the linear approximation argument we have demon-
strated.
Let X = N/Λ be a 2-step nilmanifold, equipped with an Rd minimal
action by translations, such that dimXab = p. One particular example
to consider is the analogous case to Ubis [17], namely let H be the 3-
dimensional Heisenberg group, H = H(R) be the related real Lie group
Λ = H(Z) ≤ H be the subgroup of integral points of it and define
3d-dimensional nilmanifold X = (H/Λ)d. We note that as Hab is a 2-
dimensional torus, Xab is a 2d-dimensional torus. We can endow each
factor with a minimal R-action [6, Theorem 1.6] given by the flow along
the subgroups ui ≤ H generated by ui(t) = exp

t ·


0 αi γi
0 0 βi
0 0 0




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with 1, αi, βi being rationally independent for i = 1, . . . , d, and the
action is given by
ui(t).n = (n1, . . . , ui(t).ni, . . . , nd),
for all n ∈ (H/Λ)d.
In order to show quantitative equidistribution, it is enough to con-
sider equidistribution along nilcharacters defined on X . Those nilchar-
acters have two types:
• The nilcharacter is abelian, meaning the nilcharacter factor
through [N,N ], which in that case we identify the nilcharac-
ter as a character of Xab.
• The nilcharacter does not factor through [N,N ].
In the case of abelian character, one needs to consider∫
vˆ∈Sd−1
e(〈z, ψ(R · v′.x0)〉)dvˆ,
which is bounded by
σˆ(R · τ),
where σ is the unit mass measure defined over Sd−1, and we define
τ := maxi=1,...,p|zi · ψ(v
′.x0)i|. In this case, due to the decay of the
Fourier transform, we get a decay rate of O
(
(R · τ)−(d+1)/2
)
.
In the other case to consider, one is given a rank 2 nilcharacter. As
described in [6, §5], using the van-der-Corput trick (which results in
a square root loss in the decay rate), one needs to study the various
differentiated terms
f(ψ(h.v′.x0)) · f(ψ(v
′.x0),
which in-turn correlate with linear flow over the embedded torus, lead-
ing to using the same estimate we achieved above (with maybe at the
cost of changing τ to τ ·R−0.5 and having an extra square root due to the
van-der-Corput estimate), leading to an estimate ofO
(
(R0.5 · τ)−(d+1)/4
)
.
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